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Postponement of Ramble 2008
The low flow levels the Murray is currently experiencing have put great stresses on many groups
in our community and have resulted in the curtailing and cancelling of a number of events, for
example the 2008 Goolwa to Milang Classic Yacht Race. The last six months have been very
difficult for the committee, whether to proceed with the Ramble in 2008 or postpone our premier
event has always been on our minds. Initially we tentatively planned a shorter Ramble from
Riverglen Marina to Swan Reach (144km) in comparison Ramble 2004 (306km) and 2006
(302km). The committee also made the decision that it would review proceeding with the
Ramble in January 2008 taking into account predicted river conditions and levels. The graph on
the reverse of this newsletter indicates three possible scenarios for river levels in the coming
months. Unfortunately, even the best scenario has its lowest point in April when the Ramble
was to take place. With this in mind and in discussion with experienced river people, the
committee took the difficult step to postpone the Ramble in 2008 for the following reasons:
•

We expect lower entry numbers and less interest because of the shortened event; if the
entrance fee is maintained at $95 (2006 fee) we will require entries from a minimum of 63
boats to simply cover our most basic expenses. Additionally no non-trailerable craft
above lock 1 will be able to take part, we also expect that crossing the lake will become
potentially more difficult because of low water and this would affect entries from the
Goolwa/Lakes area.

•

There is shallow water in the vicinity of Big Bend, and it was suggested to the committee
that for safety reasons, that RMBOA should privately buoy the channel in this area for the
Ramble. This would be an additional unforeseen expense. In addition, the appearance of
“new” snags and other hull piercing hazards in the shallower water are a further hazard.
Low water also means that the wind will have a much greater effect on river levels and
could result in the grounding of some vessels.

•

Insurance issues, the committee has a duty of care for the participants in the Ramble, just
how far this would extend in these conditions is unknown and the current committee is
unwilling to take this risk in the event of a claim against the Committee.

River conditions permitting, we expect to hold a full Ramble in April 2009. In April 2008 we are
proposing to hold an extended (4 day) Mini – Amble, in the period when the Ramble would have
normally taken place. At this stage, we are planning entertainment and a barbeque at no cost to
members. It is also planned to offer some commemorative clothing. Details for this event will be
announced at the members meeting on the 21st February 2008 at the Tower Hotel, 621 Magill
Road, Magill, times are 6pm for dinner, 8pm meeting start. Please phone the President, Rob
Potter (Home: 08 8332 5675 Work: 08 8431 1334 or Mobile: 0408 089753) if you intend to come
to the pre-meeting dinner to book your place.
Receipts and AGM Financial Statement
Due to the labour and cost involved the RMBOA is no longer posting subscription receipts to
members. Additionally some members who did not attend the AGM have enquired as to the
availability of the annual financial statement. The statement was distributed at the AGM, but due
to page constraints could not be included in “The Rambler”. If you require a receipt, or an annual
financial statement please send a written request, enclosing a stamped self-addressed
envelope to the RMBOA treasurer, Mrs Val Pym, PO Box 168, Mannum SA 5238.

